Abstract⎯In this paper, we consider the problem of detection of changes and degree estimation of these changes in a dynamically changing binary image. The authors introduce the numerical characteristic degree of change areas in dynamically changing binary images based on the Jaccard similarity coefficient. To calculate this characteristic, the authors developed an original architecture of a twodimensional cellular automaton with the diffusion dynamics. We establish that cellular automaton configurations converge to a stationary configuration. The stationary configuration of a cellular automaton defines the desired characteristics for each area in dynamically changing binary images. The result can be presented as a grayscale image, which greatly facilitates the visual analysis of the dynamics of changes in binary images. The suggested approach can be used to detect and numerically estimate changes in the case when a number of brightness gradation comprises more than two values.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important problems in the analysis of dynamically changing image is detection and quantitative estimate of changes on two frames and obtained by the exhibition of some space region at moments of time and correspondingly, under identical conditions. During time changes that lead to a difference between frames may occur for various reasons in the space region under consideration. Problems of this kind appear in photogrammetry during remote sounding of Earth [1] , in automated security systems and a number of other applications.
Let us consider the problem of detection of changes and estimation of their degree in binary case when each frame is interpreted as a set of connected components of black color on white background. It is necessary to note that specific difficulties take place here with the formalization of this problem, since it is connected with psychology of human vision. This work presents an algorithm, which allows one to quantitatively estimate changes of separate region of dynamically changing image. At the same time, one image region will have its own estimate of changing degree in the general case.
The suggested algorithm uses local homogeneous procedure, which is iteratively and synchronously applied to each pixel of the image. Two-dimensional cellular automation (CA) represents an adequate model of this kind of parallel computations. Since most image processing problems are locally cellular by their nature, and CA is widely applied to solve them [2] [3] [4] . The description of CA for the problem under consideration is presented below.
The feature of the suggested CA is the diffusive interaction between neighbor cells. Usually, CA with diffusive dynamics is used in problems for simulating physical processes (see, e.g., [5, 8] ). As for processing images, diffusion is applicable to filtering problems [6, 7] . The idea of using a diffusive process for solving the problem of detection of changed regions was suggested in work [9] , which described analogue cellular neuron network with special interaction type of elementary processes. The essential disadvantage of the model was concluded in the fact that external impact on the network was performed by changing the network topology, which turns synaptic connections on and off depending on the structure of connected components of frames being processed. Network dynamics was described by a set of ordinary differential
equations and represented diffusion of potentials of neuron elements. The set was not modeled by the finite difference scheme. Using cellular automation in this work allowed one to avoid the aforementioned disadvantages.
Let us proceed to the formalization of the problem of detection and estimation changes in binary image.
ESTIMATION OF CHANGES IN BINARY IMAGES
Let us consider the problem of quantitative estimation of changes in dynamically changing image stated as follows. Assume that is a pair of black-and-white images (frames) obtained by the exhibition of space region in moments of time and . By , we will denote the brightness functions of these frames defined on rectangular raster lattice , We will count that value 0 corresponds to white pixel and 1 corresponds to black. The image in each frame will be considered to be a set of connected components of black on a white background.
As a rule, in order to find and estimate changes, one should define the difference function of images being compared . The unit values of the function will correspond to changed pixels. Function allows one to obtain integral characteristics and change the degree of the whole frame. However, this approach does not allow one to estimate the relative change in the degree of separate regions of the image, which may differ significantly. The practical visual analysis of dynamically changing image requires the classification of regions of frame by the degree of difference from the previous state in frame . If we interpret a separate connected component as the image region, then there is another problem; in order to estimate their degree of change, it is necessary to establish a correspondence between components of frame and those (possibly changed) of frame . In addition, old components may disappear and new ones may appear, components may be merged and split or subjected to all possible combinations of the listed changes.
The approach suggested below allows one to quantitatively estimate changes of separate regions of dynamically changing image without taking into account the correspondence between components of two frames. At the same time, each region of the image will have its own change estimate in general case.
Let us consider formal image where the set-theoretical union operation is comprehended in terms of the brightness function as . Binary image , as well as frames and , will be considered as a multitude of connected components of black color as follows: .
Assume that, as above . Let us designate the multitude of pixels of frame that changed with respect to frame as as follows:
The following statement is true: for any pixel , there is connection component from such that . Figure 1 , which explains the introduced definitions, shows all 14 changed pixels marked with 1 on corresponding frame union components.
We will use to denote the number of pixels in multitude . Assume that is the connection component on union of frames. Let us define magnitude as follows:
(
Equality means that components of frames and , the union of which formed component in image , coincide, which means that there are no changes in the corresponding region. If , then either there was a component in frame that coincides with and it disappeared in frame , or there was a new component that coincides with that appeared in frame .
Intermediate value characterizes the relative number of changed pixels in components that formed . In a way, the introduced coefficient is a complement of Jaccard similarity coefficient (widely used to solve data clustering problems) to 1. The final comparison result of frames and will be represented by the matrix of relative changes , , where
For a visual analysis, one may imagine matrix to be a grayscale image. At the same time, the greater the value of , the darker the color of the corresponding pixel. White pixels correspond to values . Figure 2 shows an example that illustrates the suggested approach.
If a necessary matrix only allows one to visualize significant changes in frames and at the expense of excluding regions of changed pixels for which , where is a given threshold value. Let us proceed to the computation of matrix .
TWO-DIMENSIONSL CELLULAR AUTOMATION FOR COMPUTING MATRIX OF RELATIVE CHANGES
Two-dimensional cellular automation consists of regular rectangular lattice , of cells, each of which may be in only one of the possible multitude of states State of each cell at the moment of time t is defined by previous states of neighbor cells from the surrounding neighborhood and is updated synchronously at discrete moments of time according to some transition rule f:
Then, we will interpret matrix as a configuration of CA. Let us define two-dimensional CA on lattice to solve the problem of estimating changes on binary images. The multitude of states of CA under consideration represents a unit segment comple- ( (a) (b) (c) 
Starting from step t = 1, dynamics of CA behaves according to the equation (3) where , and the transition function (4) where parameter . It is necessary to note that the transition function uses not only states of cells of neighborhood, but also brightness values of pixels of processed frames that play the role of so-called "pseudo-neighbors" [5] . Figure 3 shows the suggested interaction scheme of CA elements.
Let us explain the configuration dynamics of CA defined by rule (4). The initial state of all cells of automation is identical and equal to (rule (2)). At t = 1, automation responds to changed pixels (for which ) by changing states of corresponding cells to due to correlation (4a). At t = 2, each cell с changes its state to 0 if the corresponding pixel in frame is black and neighborhood contains cell such that (rule (4b)).
Assume that is the component of image , which contains at least one changed pixel. Apparently starting from some moment all CA cells corresponding to pixels of this component will switch to state and, further, will evolve according to rule (4c). At a certain value of parameter , rule (4c) is a finite-difference diffusion equation. The unit state of cells that corresponds to changed pixels (rule (4a)) will begin diffusing by component without leaving its borders. CA dynamics starting from moment is studied below. 1 Actually, in the classical definition of CA, the multitude of possible states is assumed to be finite. In these days, complicated dynamics and chaos in distributed systems of different kinds is described using CA with continual multitude . These automations are often classified as coupled map lattices (CMLs) [11] .
First of all, it is necessary to note that, starting from the first step, the condition of conserving the sum of nonnegative stats of all cells of the component is fulfilled as follows: (5) where is the number of changed pixels of component .
Equality (5) . Figure 4 shows an example of the connectivity graph. It is necessary to note that the maximal vortex degree of this graph does not exceed 8, since the structure of connections in CA is defined by the Moore neighborhood. State vector of cells described configuration of component at the moment of time t. Let us denote dynamics (3c) of configuration of set in the matrix form (6) where and as earlier means moment of time starting from which states of all cells of set took a nonnegative value. Solution of linear set of finite-difference equations (6) can be denoted as If limit matrix exists, then the limit configuration .
Let us define restrictions on diffusion parameter , which provide the existence of a nonzero limit of degrees of matrix . For this purpose, it is necessary to note that, upon the fulfillment of inequalities r C , ∈ :
, ∈ :
, ∈ : , ∈ , : 
symmetric matrix is doubly stochastic, since all elements of each row (column) are nonnegative and their sum equals to 1. Since we accepted , then the selection of parameter guarantees the fulfillment of inequalities (10) .
Assume that . The Markov chain that corresponds to matrix is regular, since initially, the transitions graph of the chain is strongly connected; then, diagonal elements of matrix are positive. The following statement is true for regular Markov chains with doubly stochastic matrix of transitions [12] :
Let us define limit state of automation cells that correspond to the set of cells S as follows:
where, as before, is the number of changed pixels of the component. The last equality results from (5).
Each cell of limit configuration is in state
In this way, the limit configuration of CA allows one to obtain the required matrix of changes by the rule Figure 5 shows two frames with one changed component, desired matrix of changes and sequence of CA configurations at t = 1, 2, 3, 25 and diffusion parameter . On the 25th iteration, the CA configuration is in an almost stationary state, since the values of all cells that correspond to the changed component differ from the limit values by not more than 0.005.
DETECTION AND ESTIMATION OF CHANGES IN GRAYSCALE IMAGES
For the case of grayscale images, frames and being processed are set by brightness functions , where is the number of brightness gradations. It is necessary to note that, in the binary case, the stated problem was formalized and solved based on the interpretation of each frame as a set of connected components of black on white background. For grayscale components, the concept of connectivity is lost, which raises difficulties in estimating changes between frames.
Let us schematically describe a possible approach to solving this problem. Each grayscale image is expanded into a set of binary images , according to the following rule:
Then, each binary image from a set of one frame is compared with the corresponding binary image from that of another frame by cellular-local algorithm described above. As a result, a set of change matrices , is formed.
The obtained set can be transformed into the final matrix according to the following rule:
A detailed description and analysis of this algorithm should be provided further. 
CONCLUSIONS
This work introduces numeric characteristics of changes in separate regions in binary images and . The architecture of the two-dimensional cellular automation with diffusive dynamics was elaborated for calculations. CA configurations converge to a stationary configuration, which defines the desired characteristic for each region of the changing image. The representation of the result in the form of a grayscale image significantly simplifies the visual analysis and change dynamics. The suggested approach can be used to detect significant changes in the case when the number of brightness gradations in the image is greater than two. 0 124
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